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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Toroa taking flight on his way to Chile. Photo credit: Robert Brown

Unlike many seabird species, 
At the end of August, three royal albatross have a fairly high 
northern royal albatross chicks rate of return of 70 per cent from 
from the Taiaroa Head/Pukekura any one breeding season, 
colony on Otago Peninsula had a though there can be distinct 
solar powered GPS satellite s e a s o n a l  v a r i a t i o n s .  
transmitter attached to their back Department of Conservation From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, feathers so that their movements staff are confident that well over M.B.E. (Mighty Big Eater) at sea can be followed. The trio 15 of this year's chicks will 
includes Toroa, the 500th chick Well, some would liken this to being return.
hatched in the colony's 70-year crapped on from a great height, and we all 

Once the young birds have breeding history. know what thats like, very messy! In my 
taken wing, their current position capacity as head honcho for “OFFAL” 

This tracking study is a collabora- in the southern hemisphere will (Oceans For Free Albatross Lunches) I 
tion between Bindi Thomas, a be relayed via satellites to a am appalled that MFish are now going to 
Massey University PhD student, computer, which will enable regulate offal control for trawlers. I can 
a n d  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  researchers to gain a greater see the free feeds drying up! The threat 
Conservation (DoC). Log onto understanding of the northern was made 2 years ago, that factory 
the Otago Peninsula Trust royals range, and increased trawlers would need to take action and 
website:  knowledge of these majestic reduce the numbers of seabirds caught. 
then click on Toroa's great seabirds. Industry worked as a united fleet and ‘took 
adventure. The site is updated as 

care of business’, implementing real The next season's birds are now the data comes in (every 6 days).  
control measures that delivered the starting to return to Pukekura to 
goods; seabird reductions have halved in The three chicks, along with the start their breeding season. 
each of the following two years. other 20 successfully reared this Currently about 20 have 

season, fledged the colony on returned.Just when we were ready to give 
Taiaroa Head in September. 

ourselves a bit of a pat on the back, MFish 
Most  of these birds will return 

decides it now needs to regulate offal 
after five or more years soaring 

control. They have had two years to get After being involved as an above the southern seas, so 
this right, they now want offal control observer collecting seabird won't return to Taiaroa Head until 
measures in quickly and are rushing to abundance & behavior data in 2011 at the earliest.
gather information to be able to issue a 
gazette notice by Christmas. Looks like 
the tori line regulations of 2005 all over 
again - rushed, ill-conceived, and once 
released, had to be withdrawn and done 
properly!  

Right out of left field comes the 
requirement that inshore vessels must 
implement offal control measures as well. 
Most of these guys only get harassed by 
seagulls and wouldn't know a real seabird 
if it bit them on the bum! What!

On a lighter note; Toroa, the 500th chick 
hatched at Taiaroa Head, has been fitted 
with a tracking device. These mod cons 
are great so log on and see where he's at. 

Chow Albert

Toroa takes flight, but we’re watching

Rick Guild (fisheries observer)

www.albatross.org.nz



two offal mincing trials, my personal 
view is that the concept has some 
merit. 

The trials involved 3 different 
protocols: mincing, offal discarding 
and batching. Each day a protocol 
was randomly selected and carried 
out, with a set of guidelines to log the 
bird numbers, behavior and activity.

On the first trial the mince was 
pumped out through the wave gate 
into the prop wash and in the second 
trial the mince was discharged on the 
surface at the side of the vessel.

Even though the mince still attracts 
the birds and keeps them on the 
surface around the vessel longer, it 

does reduce the mêlée birds create some promise.
when they are fighting over large A further, more comprehensive, trial 
pieces of offal and whole fish, should give a better understanding 
especially in the danger zone of the concept and its value.
around the warps.

If the mince is fine enough, the 
bigger birds are not as interested to 
feed on it, while the smaller birds still 
are getting their fill. The key is to get 
the mince particles small enough so 
many species of seabird will not be 
able to feed on it. More sea trials 
need to be done to achieve this.

On one of the trials, I did have some 
concerns about the limitations 
mincing has when there are a large 
amount of small rocks caught. On 
these occasions the mincing 
machine was not used due to the 
damage the rocks would cause. 

If minced offal can be placed in the 
water so less birds are attracted, 
and birds can still feed on it away 
from the warps, it could be a “win-
win” situation with the birds getting a 
free feed while keeping them out of 
the warp dander zone, meaning a 
reduced risk of seabird captures.   

Overall, the mincing concept, while 
being carried out in conjunction with 
other mitigating devices, showed 

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
Gibson’s (wandering) albatross

Breeds on sub-antarctic islands.

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and date 

of publication to albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: A genuine Albert 
Ross cap and the “Field Guide to 

New Zealand Seabirds”

DID YOU KNOW?

The Auckland Island shag is the 
only shag on the Auckland 
Islands(Titi Islands) and they only 
live and breed on those islands.

In pre-European times, the Titi 
was a sustainable food source for 
Maori. The birds could be 
preserved in a poha (kelp bag) for 
up to two years.  The introduction 
of predators and changes due to 
land development brought an end 
to the customary harvest.

The main breeding colony of 
Hutton’s shearwater, at the 
headwaters of the Kowhai River, 
was discovered in 1965 by Geoff 
Harrow, an amateur Christchurch 
ornithologist. 

land shag is the 
only shag on the Campbell 
Islands and they only live and 
breed on those islands.

There are 24 albatross species 
worldwide - four in the Northern 
Hemisphere and 20 in the South

The Campbell Is
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